Video
Production
Training
Service:

Expert Practical Training
for Mastering Video

Content: Online and InHouse Delivery

COURSE
OVERVIEW
About the Course

Octave Digital provide a two-day video production training service designed
especially to fully boost in-house video skills.
The training is delivered by a highly experienced video director and trainer who will
ensure your team can successfully plan, shoot, and edit their own in-house video
content.
Our video training course is one of our most popular and valued courses. All
training is bespoke to each client’s own particular needs and is delivered on-site to
the client. Our trainer, Patrick Maxwell, is based in Dublin and Belfast with training
delivered across Ireland.

Who We've Trained

We have successfully delivered video training to organisations including RSM
Accountancy Ireland, The Roads Safety Authority Ireland, The Arts Council of
Northern Ireland, The Police Service of Northern Ireland and Housing Rights
Service NI, helping them to:
◦ Reduce recuring costs on external video production services

◦ Learn practical production and editing skills from an established video

director and trainer
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The training course is delivered by delivered by Patrick Maxwell, a highly
experienced video director and trainer, who will teach attendees the fundamentals
of shooting and editing their own in-house video content.
The training content can be summarised as:
◦ Camera Operation
◦ Production
◦ Editing

The training shall also include targeted advice on camera and editing equipment, a
Training Needs Assessment and the preparation of bespoke course content.
Delivery Options - Online and In-Person (depending on government restrictions)

Our video training course can also be delivered online - to facilitate the ongoing
Coronavirus restrictions. Indeed since June 2020, we have delivered multiple
online courses to clients - enabling them to quickly master video production from
their own home or office!
If you are interested in finding out more about our training or to check availability,
please contact me on 07974 689642 (NI) or 00353 1 6855942 (Rep of Ireland)

Paul McGarrity
Director
Octave Digital
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EQUIPMENT ADVICE
AND TRAINING NEEDS
ASSESSMENT
The training shall be bespoke to your organisation and we shall carry out the
following area of preparation and advice on (1) Expert Advice on Equipment Needs
(2) Training Needs Assessment (3) Course Preparation
Expert Advice on Equipment Needs

Patrick Maxwell will provide advice and direction on the key camera and editing
equipment required and on key areas of delivering the training to staff, including:
◦ Skills required to develop and produce short videos

◦ Current and emerging video and editing technologies
◦ Advice on options for video equipment

◦ Software to enhance, improve or filming

Training Needs Assessment

Octave Digital will also carry out a Training Needs Assessment with the course
leader to establish the exact video production and editing skills required for the
training. The training needs assessment will also establish the key skills
deliverables for the training.
Course Preparation

Using the information from the Training Needs Assessment, Octave Digital shall
prepare a fully bespoke training session for the staff members over the one and
half day course.
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VIDEO TRAINING
OUTLINE
Camera Operation

◦ How to operate a camera and find the correct exposure in different situations
◦ Shutter angle and motion

◦ Composition - the Rule of Thirds
◦ Choice of location

◦ Sound - Best practice in recording clean sound
◦ Choice of microphone

◦ Placement of microphone to reduce unwanted background noise
◦ Recording straight into the camera vs dual audio recording

◦ Lighting – Options and the three point lighting technique for interviews
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Editing

Participants will learn how to edit on iMovie (iPad and iPhone) and Premiere Pro
CC on Windows and export a finished professional piece ready to upload onto
social media channels:
◦ Media management (organising and backing up footage)
◦ Basic editing techniques including three point editing
◦ Applying effects, transitions and retiming clips
◦ Basic colour correction

◦ Zooming in and repositioning a shot
◦ Stabilising a shaky shot

◦ Uploading a video onto the internet (Youtube, Vimeo, etc) and how to use

embed codes to embed the video in any website

Production

The remainder of the session provides an opportunity to workshop creative ideas
on the type of video participants would like to create. They will be guided through
the treatment and storyboarding of their ideas and film a one minute video piece
with interviews and cutaways.
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ONLINE
DELIVERY
Overview

Our video training course can also be delivered online - to facilitate the ongoing
Coronavirus restrictions. Indeed since June 2020, we have delivered multiple
online versions of the course to clients across Ireland.
The online course will be able to bring you (and colleagues if required) through
from having zero knowledge to teaching you everything you need to be able to do
practically to create short videos. The course contains a wide variety of examples
and practical exercises and you will be guided every step of the way in creating
your own content. Full online courses also recorded so you will have a copy to
review at any stage you like.

Delivery

We find that shorter sessions are better for the online delivery version and the
course can be divided into four separate sessions.
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VIDEO
TRAINER
Patrick Maxwell

Patrick Maxwell is a highly experienced video director, producer and trainer. As an
Associate of Octave Digital he manages all in-house video training and has
previously delivered video training courses to The Police Service of Northern
Ireland, Autoline Insurance and the Road Safety Authority of Ireland.
Patrick is a filmmaking lecturer at Pulse College and Griffith College and also
teaches bespoke courses to businesses through Ireland and the UK. An awardwinning film director working between Belfast and Dublin, his short films have
screened at numerous major film festivals around the world including Bafta® and
Academy Award® qualifiers Palm Springs Shortfest, Raindance, Audi Dublin
International Film Festival and London Short Film Festival.
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RECOMMENDATION
“I wish to recommend Patrick Maxwell for his work film production and direction
work and also as a tutor. Patrick facilitated a two day course at the Arts Council
offices and provided us with an extremely comprehensive overview of the
practices and processes involved in film production. Patrick was highly organised,
he had a clear and defined agenda for the course and early established our
organisational requirements and objectives.
Since the training the Arts Council has been able to produce a number of short
videos on a range of initiatives which has allows us to promote and support the
development of the arts sector in Northern Ireland in a new way, and we would
very much recommend Patrick to those who are hoping to undertake similar
training programmes or who are looking to improve the quality of their video
based content.”

Donal Monaghan

Digital Content Officer
Arts Council of Northern Ireland
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COSTS
Advice on Equipment, Training Needs Assessment and Course Preparation +
Training Delivery
Online Version
Typically four half-day sessions
€1900 / £1700
In-Person Version - Republic Ireland
Typically two full-day sessions
From €2000
In-Person Version - Northern Ireland
Typically two full-day sessions
From £1800
Note on UK Vat: Prices quoted exclude UK Vat which will be applied at 20% to UK
customers. For EU customers - EU zero-rated reverse charge shall be applied at 0%
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